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THE MEANING OF A NATION
RUSSIA AND ITS NEIGHBOURS: GEORGIA AND UKRAINE

I have lived in Georgia from 2002 and since then have worked stubbornly and almost exclusively 

in the former Soviet states. I witnessed the failed attempts of the color revolutions in Georgia, 

Ukraine and Azerbaijan, and watched Russian tanks roll towards Tbilisi in 2008. The subjects of 

my stories are regular people often caught in extraordinary situations. I talk to them to learn 

about the countries they are from and their country’s histories – particularly the history formed 

during their lifetimes. These are nations caught in a great struggle to build independent states in 

the face of intense Russian influence. Yet my work is not just about that - it is also about survival, 

about the joy of life amid all hardships and about friendship.

 

Trying to understand what is the meaning of a nation, a border and patriotism for my heroes and

for myself is central to my work. The paths people take towards or away from reconciliation after 

fighting a war is also a major part of my quest. Because the Soviet Union in essence had no bor-

ders, many people built their lives in lands that are now independent countries, separated by bor-

ders. The unexpected implosion of the Soviet Union, with its many arbitrary borders and the rise 

of ethnic nationalism lead to several armed conflicts in the early 1990s - mainly in the Caucasus. 

Unresolved problems in other borderlands were hibernating time bombs. The war that has been 

going on in Ukraine since 2014 has proven how those unsettled issues continue to be vulnerable 

to political manipulations. We see that borders drawn in 1991 are not carved in stone and can be 

changed unilaterally as the Crimea example has proven.

 

When I finished my decade-long work in Caucasus in 2013, I started focusing on Ukraine. The 

story of David Ebralidze interconnects both projects - and he is not the only one. As a young 

man David fought in Georgia for Abkhazia. It took him 12 years to shake the war experience. He 

moved to Ukraine and started making furniture - only to find himself in yet another war. In 2014 

he took his laptop to the pawn shop and bought a bus ticket to join a volunteer battalion. There 

were many volunteer battalions forming because an actual army practically did not exist. I asked 

him one of my standard questions: “Could you ever forgive your enemy? If so, how?” David said 

he will answer with a story: “Now in the Donbass Battalion I have very a good friend who is also 

Georgian. We were together for 400 days in the battalion here. In Georgia (in the early 90s) we 

fought against each other in the civil war and here we have become friends and fight side-by-

side. And he is my closest friend. All problems can be resolved with time if there is no interference 

by a third party.
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JUSTYNA MIELNIKIEWICZ

Justyna Mielnikiewicz (1973, Marklowice, Poland) is based in Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia, since 

2002. She started her career as a photographer after graduation from Jagiellonian University. 

The main focus of her work are the countries of the former Soviet Union but she also worked in 

Mexico, Iran and Turkey. Her works have been published in various international  publications 

and awarded in various international competitions. 

The most important part of her professional activities is devoted to personal, long term projects. 

In 2014 she published her first book “Woman with a Monkey- Caucasus in Short Notes and 

Photographs” covering over a decade of documenting the Caucasus. Currently finishing her 

long term project: “A Ukraine Runs Through it” exploring modern Ukraine in turmoil representing 

the Dnieper river as a metaphor of the current split in the country. 

In 2016 she was awarded the Eugene Smith Memorial grant with which she is developing a new 

project exploring the role of ethnicity in identity formation for Russians residing in former soviet 

states, 25 years after the fall of the Soviet Union.
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Title

Photographer

Number of prints

Type and size of prints

Frames

Linear development

Production notes

The Meaning of a Nation
Russia and its Neighbours: Georgia and Ukraine

Justyna Mielnikiewicz

40 prints

3 blow ups on communication/smartx (to be   

 produced)

 

30 framed prints 61,5 x 51 cm

10 framed prints 128 x 102 cm

1 blow up on communication/smartx 200 x 249 cm

 (to be produced - optional)

1 blow up on communication/smartx 200 x 246 cm

 (to be produced - optional)

1 blow up on communication/smartx 200 x 300 cm

 (to be produced - optional)

30 dark brown frames, with one hook on the back

 (54 x 64,5 cm)

10 dark brwon frames, with two hooks on the back

 (105 x 131 cm)

41 linear mt minimum (spaces between photos not 

included) 

Text material must be printed at the expense of the

hosting organization. We provide introduction text,

biography and captions both in italian and english. 

All the materials to be produced are at the expense of

the hosting organization. 
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Image Captions Type and size

Donetsk, Ukraine, April 2015. Pro-Russian Rebel Sergey (nom de guerre 
Fixa) seats nearby Donetsk Airport. His Battalion Somali along with two others 
took part in fights for the airport- which lasted for months and ended in 
January 21, 2015 with Ukrainian defeat and huge lose of human lives. Before 
the war Sergey used to serve in the National Guards of Ukraine then he 
switched sides and joined pro-Russian rebels. He was wounded in September 
2014 during one of the attempts to storm the airport.

51x61,5

Perovka/Donetsk, Ukraine, May 2015. Sculpture of the horse with bullet holes 
in it stands in the Park and Sport Complex in Petrovka District of Donetsk on 
the very far edge of rebel controlled territory. Later that month again fierce 
battle took place where pro-Russian rebels tried to take over Marinka located 
near by.

51x61,5

Kiev, Ukraine, February 2015. Kiev residents watch armament (allegedly 
Russian) collected on the frontline of Donbass war and displayed in Ukraine 
capitol center at the anniversary of Euromaidan Revolution.

51x61,5

Anna Gvozdiar, Kiev Military Hospital, Ukraine, 2015. Anna used to be 
tourism manager and in July 2014 quit her career and devoted herself 
completely to help wounded soldiers in Kiev Military Hospital. Each day she 
volonteered in the hospital helping to take care of the soldiers, providing them 
with necessities ranging from cigarettes to wheel chairs. In the photo taken 
during our interview, we stand on the hospital backstairs. She cried after 
talking on the phone with her soldier friends trying to break away from rebel 
encirclement during the fight for Debalcevo in February 2015. The information 
she got was that out of 150 men half died there. Later the number turned out 
to be smaller. In 2016 Anna started working with tourism again but continues 
to help the soldiers.

51x61,5

Wedding of Alexey and Elena, Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine, July 2015. Alexey 
and Elena came from a nearby small town to take wedding pictures by the 
Dnieper River in Dnipropetrovsk. Diepropetrovsk is Ukraine’s fourth largest 
city, with about one million inhabitants. In May 2016 it was renamed Dniepro 
in accordance to decommunization laws. Petrovsky was a Ukraine 
Communist leader and one of the officials responsible for implementing 
collectivization and for the subsequent Ukrainian famine of 1932-33.

51x61,5

Mariupol, Ukraine, September 2014. Valera Starikov (39) makes a sand 
mermaid on the beach in Mariupol city where he fled the war together with his 
wife. His village was under rebel control and his place of work was under 
Ukrainian control. Valera did not want to loose his work so each day he 
bicycled across the frontline between Avdiivka and Yasynivka. After he was 
caught at the cross fire few times he fled. “I become grey from stress” he told 
me pointing at his hair.

51x61,5



Slavyansk, April 2014. Group of separatist supporters keep vigil in Slavyansk 
center by the barricade set up by rebels in front of local SBU building 
(Security Service of Ukraine) occupied by them. War in Donbass started here 
in Slavyansk after a group of armed rebels took over the administrative 
building in the city. In July of the same year Ukrainian army retook the city.

51x61,5

Slavyansk, Ukraine, September 2014. Elene Shestopalova poses for the 
picture next to her paintings of Slavyansk and the area. Elena stayed in the 
city but lost her nerve finally after it was shelled again. She packed in a hurry 
mostly useless items and drove her car to Kiev where her daughter lived 
crying all the way to the cotton towel she had next to her.  

51x61,5

Donetsk, Ukraine, April 2014. Pro-Russian protesters, who seized two 
administrative buildings and declared the People's Republic of Donetsk on 
April 7, 2014, stand in front of the occupied Regional Administration Building 
in Donetsk. Armed rebels lived inside the building surrounded by make shift 
barricades made of old tires as it was done in Kiev on Euromaidan 
Revolution. Few hundred people stood in front of the building demanding 
separation from Ukraine and possibly joining Russia.

51x61,5

Donetsk, Ukraine, April 2014. Donetsk residents are blessed by a priest on 
Easter Sunday. Few months later half of city residents will flee and become 
IDPs in Ukraine or abroad. The day after that Easter Sunday, a rebel check-
point in Slavyansk was attacked over night, allegedly by the pro-Ukrainian 
forces. Few people died and break of that Easter Holiday truce was a major 
escalation towards the full scale war.

51x61,5

Right Sector training camp in Carpathian Mountains, Lviv Area, Ukraine, 
October 2014. Right Sector which played important role in Euromaidan 
Revolution reminded outside the official structures unlike the other volunteer 
Battalions. Ukrainians considering joining the war would undergo the training 
with Right Sector. Yet not  every man doing that would later go to fight. Right 
sector allegedly fashist organization was a scare crow of Russian propaganda 
yet in recent political elections in Ukraine Right Sector received minimal 
support at the level of 3%.

51x61,5

Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine, October 2014. City residents pay respect to the 
fallen Unnamed Soldiers during one of many mass funeral held in the city 
center. Before the burial experts collected DNA samples for later 
identification. Around 400 empty graves were awaiting unknown soldiers at 
the Krasnopilske cemetery. 

51x61,5



Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine, July 2014. Masha used to be a hairdresser in 
Luzhansk. She left her home town when the war started there and joined 
Donbass Battalion in April  2014 to fight pro-Russian rebels (Luzhansk is one 
of the rebels strongholds). Eventually she left the army after Illovaysk battle, 
however she keeps her uniform and is ready to go back fight in necessary. In 
2015 she was elected as a member of City Council of Vinnytsia, but already 
doubts she can make any substantial changes there.

51x61,5

Mykolaiv  Kherson Road, Ukraine, July  2014. Billboard with a picture of Putin 
as Hitler and the words “Get out from Ukraine". When in April 2014 pro-
Russians tried to take over the building of local administration in Mykolayiv, as 
they did in other cities, local pro-Ukraine activists disperse them.

51x61,5

Cherkasy, Ukraine, July 2014. Gyorgg Lakatos with his son Sebastian on a 
beach in Cherkasy by the Kremenchuk Reservoir on the Dnieper River. 
Lakatos is a technician in a circus in Italy. His Ukrainian ex-wife works there 
also, as a bartender. He comes to Cherkasy to visit his son, who lives with his 
grandmother while both parents work in Italy. “I like Ukraine but there is no 
work here, and that is bad” he said.

51x61,5

Kiev, Ukraine, March 2014. Petro (22) was a volunteer of the Maidan self-
defense. He came from Carpathian region in Western Ukraine after police 
brutally beat up protesting students in Kiev. In July 2014 he volunteered on 
the frontline and was later wounded at the Lugansk Airport. He lost there his 
best friend Dima whom he met during Maidan and went to fight the war 
together. After explosion hit them his friend was recognized only by the red 
sport shoes he was wearing.

51x61,5

Baku, Azerbaijan, 2005. Local election observers at a polling station during 
parliamentary elections 51x61,5

Baku, Azerbaijan, 2010. Azeri refugees and IDP's from Nagorno-Karabakh 
and Armenia live in former student's dormitories by the Gyandjelik Metro 
Station since they fled the conflict.   

51x61,5



Tashir Region, Armenia, 2008. Paint at a private house 51x61,5

Gali, Abkhazia, Georgia, 2008. Funeral of Iveta Toria, killed in a July bombing 
in local cafe in Gali. 51x61,5

Tskhinvali, South Ossetia, Georgia, 2005. Nurses line up to march for an 
independence celebrations. 51x61,5

Khetagurovo, South Ossetia, Georgia, August 24, 2008. Ossetian women look 
at Europe Commissioner for Human Rights, Thomas Hammarberg, visiting 
their village few days after the fights stopped. 

51x61,5

Igoeti, Georgia, August 15, 2008. Father and son, Zaza and David 
Mezvrishvili, stand in front of a Russian tank blocking the highway to Tbilisi 
capital. 

51x61,5

Gori, Georgia, August 14, 2008. Russian soldiers and Ossetian militia hide 
their faces as they drove into the Georgian territory passing by Georgian 
police standing there.

51x61,5



Near Tamyshe, Abkhazia, Georgia, 2008. Revaz and Artimon at the Memorial 
for War Heroes and Victims. 51x61,5

Abkhazia/Georgia, 2006. The center of Ochamchira. 51x61,5

Tkvarcheli, Abkhazia/Georgia, 2007. Folk music group from Gali prepares for 
the performance. 51x61,5

Tbilisi, Georgia, 2008. In a bus during Christmas carnival, few days before 
snap presidential elections 51x61,5

Garikula, Georgia, 2001. Chiko and Layla at an artist retreat. 51x61,5

Tbilisi, Georgia, 2001. Woman with a monkey at the beauty trade show 51x61,5



May 1 Celebrations in Donetsk, Ukraine, 2015. School children from Donetsk 
dressed as clowns getting ready to perform for the public. On May 1 amid the 
shaky cease fire city of Donetsk celebrated Workers Day, in the city park 
performers presented for the first time exclusively Russian Folk Dances 
instead of Ukrainian.

102x128

Simferopol, Crimea/Ukraine, November 2008. Varvara Nikolayenko in the 
theater play where she performs a role of the soviet Pioneer. Opening night of 
the play “Stalin’s Roads” was scheduled for the day Ukraine commemorated 
victims of 1932-1933 Famine. Play presented Stalin as a man who created 
famine artificially with a purpose to punish Ukrainian anti-Soviet nationalism. 
During performance, police was deployed outside and inside theater to avoid 
possible clashed with pro-Russian residents of the city-who's views on the 
reasons behind the famine were different.

102x128

April 2015, Slavyansk, Ukraine. Competition of School Dance Groups of 
Slavyansk and Krematorsk. A year ago Slavyansk became a stronghold of 
Armed Pro-Russian Rebels and the war effectively started here. In July 2014 
Ukrainian Army retook the town. Despite life returning to normal City is still 
divided in their sympathies towards Kiev and Russia. However most residents 
are sure that they do not want to experience the war again.

102x128

Dniprovka Village, Ukraine, July 2015. Headless statue of V.Lenin, painted 
gold stands in the center of the village by Enerhodar City, where biggest in 
Europe Atomic Power Station is located, on the bank of Kakhovka Reservoir 
on Dnieper River. Since protests in Kiev, which started in December 2013, 
hundreds of Lenin statues were removed from cities across Ukraine central 
regions.

102x128

Irwin, Ukraine, February 2015. Actress entertains the participants of World 
Husky Championship in Irpin culture house, on Kiev Outskirts. Irpin located 
just outside Kiev has a Military Hospital. Due to cheaper rental space it 
became popular destination for IDP’s who live there and work in Kiev.

102x128

Odessa, Ukraine, 2015. Amina left war-torn Chechnia (II Chechen war) as a 
young girl and moved to Odessa with her family where she studied and 
become a doctor of medicine. She took part in Euromaidan revolution in Kiev 
volonteering as a medic. In that time her husband was in prison in Odessa 
accused of the attempt to kill Russian President V. Putin. He was pardoned 
after Euro Maidan Victory and together with Amina joined "international 
peacekeeping battalion" of volunteer fighters fighting on Ukraine side against 
the pro-Russian rebels in Donbass. 

102x128



Lviv, Ukraine, October 2014. Yaroslava (5) was often playing or hiding inside 
of the suitcase her mother and grandmother brought with them while leaving 
war torn Donetsk. Stanislav, father of Yarolslava was an Euromaidan Activist 
in Donetsk and fled the city already in February of 2014, afraid for his life. His 
ex-wife and daughter Yaroslava fled later, first to Mariupol in July 2014 than to 
Lviv. Stanislav friend from Lviv offered them and group of other IDP’s shelter 
in the hotel he owned.

102x128

Mykolaiv, Ukraine, July 2014. Funeral of a Ukrainian soldier Aleksander 
Kostiushko (40), who was among the dozen soldiers from the 79th 
Paratroopers Brigade who died on the border with Russia after Ukrainians 
were allegedly attacked from both sides; by rebels and from Russian territory. 
The brigade was comprised of some professional soldiers but most were 
either drafted from the reserves or came as a volunteers. Aleksander came on 
his own free will in spite of his mother’s begging not to go (his friend said she 
pleaded him on her knees not to go).

102x128

Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine, April 2014. Two Roma Sisters Ruslana (16) and 
Milana (19) taking the evening stroll along the Dnieper River. In April the war 
was just starting. Slavaynsk was already under full control of armed rebels. In 
Donetsk two administrative building were taken by them but otherwise city of 
over million residents lived normal. By summer of 2014 full scale war broke in 
Donbass region and Dniepropetrovsk become a “war capitol", where wounded 
soldiers were brought and IDPs fled. 

102x128

Nagorno- Karabakh/Azerbaijan, 2006. Armenian soldier on guard duty at the 
front line (officially called "line of contact") with Azerbaijan near Agdam city. It 
was once populated by over a 100.000 people and since it's whole mostly 
Azeri population fled the war now it is completely empty and in ruins.  

102x128

Tbilisi. 2005. Farewell party for the first Georgian soldiers deployed to Iraq BLOW UP 200x300

Cherkasy, July 2015. Captain Kasyanenko Nikolay Vasilevich holds his 
daughter after arriving from the front line back home, where he was for a year. 
When the war started he was retired from the army but immediately went to 
sign up as a volunteer to fight. 

BLOW UP 200x246 



Kiev, July 2015. Youth plays at the city beach Hydropark on Dnieper River. 
Kiev metro station with the same name opened in 1965 connected Hidropark 
Island to the city and transformed the island to a summer resort for Kievans.

BLOW UP 200x249


